Support the Bonita Museum & Cultural Center through Memorials
The purchase of a Memorial Wall Tile or Paving Brick is an excellent way to honor relatives, local citizens and recognized local businesses while also supporting the Bonita Museum & Cultural Center.

Wall Tiles are mounted at the Veteran’s Memorial Flag Pole, while Bricks are added to the Museum’s Patio. Wall Tile (Living, Memorial, Military or Civilian) are $1,000.00. Inscribed Bricks in the Walkway $350.00.

For Bricks

- Any character found on a standard keyboard can be engraved.
- Symbols such as hearts or stars are an additional $5.00 per line and require 2 character spaces. (included)
- Inscriptions are in uppercase (lowercase c is acceptable for names such as McCALL, etc.).
- 15 characters per line, including spaces and punctuation.
- 3 lines
- Please call the Museum if you have any questions. (619) 267-5141
- 4 x 8 x 2 1/4 Bricks in color: Red Sunset with “Bone” lettering.